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BlueSkies Special Summer Edition
~ By Claire Bainer
Organizing and structuring a year round school has some built-in challenges,
especially if you are committed to honoring the developmental progression of
each child. In a way, BlueSkies is a school where transitions never seem to
stop. It is also true that when 18 children leave for kindergarten we don’t admit
18 babies- so the 3-D chess game must factor in figuring out how to keep everything coming out even so we can pay the bills and the salaries even as our income fluctuates. As you know, we admit a baby about every two to three weeks
and they move developmentally through the lower school, shifting into the
Wobbly Walkers classroom some time between 12 to 14 months old and transitioning again to Todds around 2 and then again to the Playroom group at 2 ½.
Both the Todds and the Playroom class size starts small and expands over the
year as they wait for children to get old enough to join them! The baby house
is always fully enrolled, as are the Wobblies, the Homeroom and the Schoolroom. But the school is not full until the Todds and Playroom groups are full
some time in mid-winter! This summer transition in the upper school is among
other things used to transition the Playroom group to the Homeroom, and the
Homeroom group to the Schoolroom so the fall start up begins with the stable
class group that stays together through the remainder of the children’s stay at
BlueSkies. By the fall, each group will be happily settled in their classroom
and with their new teachers and they will know their morning drop off routine,
the lunch, nap and potty routines and their PM group.
The kindergarten group seems to trickle out over the summer. It is different
every year. Some years, children leave right away in June and in others most
go in August, and sometimes they drip out with family vacations and stays at
grandparents’ homes and even a try at a summer day camp. This year, two
children left in June and it looks like about 11 will be leaving in the last days of
July and first days of August and the last 4 will leave at the end of August. As
children exit they make room for other children to transition up to the opening
in the next group. This year some Playroom children will transition right away
but most will move toward the end of July. Parents get time to get oriented;
they, too, need to get to know the new teachers and find the yellow sheets and
the communication book. “Now where do I return BlueSkies loaner underpants?” “You put school underpants in that basket,” a passing five year old
informs the new folks.
In the Homeroom, as space becomes available, a few children will start eating
with the Schoolroom children and learning the routines from them slowly; slowly, the same will happen with the Playroom children and the Summer Todds.
Slowly they will start taking a nap in the next group, too. The big Schoolroom
children getting ready for kindergarten are stopping their naps and are now listening to chapter books on the blanket in the yard. Since there are no naps in
kindergarten the children are having a quiet time but being encouraged to stay
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Director’s Report, Cont.
awake. Everyone is getting ready for the next move. Already children from the Todds are visiting the Playroom
yard and these little guys will start the new Playroom class in September.
The children leaving BlueSkies for kindergarten are practicing for their transition to elementary school, getting familiar with the expectations and procedures they could run into in kindergarten. They raise their hands
to go potty or contribute to circle time. The teachers are helping them learn to do projects that the teacher
wants them to do with little assignments, they will take polls and make charts, they will have a journal to
work on. They will practice writing, making an “A” and drawing something that starts with “A.” They are
having interesting art projects, too, making instruments and hats for a parade, or papier-mâché globes to
paint. And once a week they make their own lunches and walk to a new place in the school to eat lunch out of
a sack!
Summer is a relaxed time and a time to try new things, Bonnie continues to sing with the children and a
modern dance teacher leads a summer dance class in the Copenhagen classroom. Children will learn to move
to the feeling of the music and dance like a big heavy slow elephant or fast and whizzing high on their toes like
the tiny humming bird. A few summers ago we had a special guest come to “teach” whistling to 4 and 5’s –
just visualizing that makes me smile. Sounds quite summery, doesn’t it! Naomi the science teacher continues
through the summer and we are happy to have carpentry again this summer. There will be new things to do
and try and plenty of time to play and dig in the garden or
graze for strawberries and pump the swing as high as it will
go.
Along with daily planning for a great summer, Nursery
School teachers are getting ready for fall: ordering toothbrushes, making room for new cubby baskets, checking
art supplies, going over staffing plans, checking morning,
mid-day and evening counts so children come to school with
enough teachers ready to help them and have good staff
coverage throughout the day. The summer lunch menus are
posted and children will also get a lighter meal for hotter
day, Tofu dogs on a bun and a juice popsicle seem to be the
highlight!
The transition packets will go out in the middle of August
to be sure information is current, and correct names and
schedules and menus are in place. Meetings are being held
from group to group, discussing how best to help this child
or that child—he likes to be patted to sleep, she doesn’t like
to be touched so sit near but keep your eyes down and avoid
eye contact or she’ll talk to you, be sure he has his lovey that
really helps him settle down, we use this blanket as a back-
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up if he forgets it, I’ll send it with him when
he moves his cubby. This child always poops
after lunch, this one tends to jump up and
needs to be encouraged to sit awhile. Remember to help her listen and him stop a moment
and notice what is happening. As the teachers pass tips along their love and understanding comes along, too. Allergy lists are
updated and menus tweaked for fall; hearty
meals come back as the colder weather
returns with veggies and fruit following the
seasons. Housekeeping and cooking activities change in summer, too, and that staff
also flexes their work to meet the children’s
needs.

Director’s Report, Cont.
Meanwhile, life continues its pleasant meandering course in the lower school. For them, transitions are a
monthly event so there is always someone coming, bringing a familiar teacher with them to the group. As
the babies move along the program focuses on creating stability, predictability, consistency and keeping
everything manageable so the mind and heart can stay open, free of fears and worry, just enough excitement
but not too much. The transition from Todds to Playroom is about readiness for a bigger, more complex and
varied world, still safe, still predictable but oh so interesting! This is how the foundation is set for the adult to
come. We know people need to trust each other to be successful in life so we create the experience of security
and establish attached relationships for the child so they know trust. We want children to love learning so we
create an interesting world for them to experience – and we know everyone needs to experience changes to
learn to be flexible so we create opportunities where they can experience change and be successful and manage
and reach out and try new things.
So this is August at BlueSkies, quiet, calm, busy, interesting, challenging, and relaxed, easy and hard – really
just life as it should be, each child getting what they need and each adult working to make that happen in the
curriculum, the environment and in the emotional tenor of the day.
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BlueSkies-isms

Reminder

Parents often hear their children using phrases that
they suspect they learned at BlueSkies. Each month’s
“BlueSkies-ism” will include a phrase the teachers use all
the time at BlueSkies, and some context to help you use the
phrase at home too.

The Nursery School (Playroom, Homeroom,
Schoolroom) will be closed Friday, August 16th so
teachers can set-up their classrooms for the fall.
Hedco (Baby House, Wobbly
Walkers, Todds) will be open as usual.
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“Everybody is different and eve
body is learning”
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One of the goals for preschool children is that they
focus on and learn about themselves; we want every
child to feel that he or she is just right for being him
or herself. No one is perfect and no one is expected
to be just like anyone else. We are all learning and
trying our best, and everybody will do what they do in
their own special way. We want children to feel safe
reaching out and trying hard things, and not to judge
others or themselves harshly. This builds resiliency
and a strong sense of self, as well as acceptance of
others’ differences.
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Welcome!

Riley and Iggy in the Baby House!
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Farewell!
To our Schoolroom ‘19 class, all
ready for kindergarten! We will
miss you!

Teachers out in
August
The following staff will be out
this month:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ameena out 8/1 - 8/16
Spencer out 8/1 - 8/5
Maria S out 8/1 - 8/7
Mimi out 8/5 - 8/9
Julia out 8/12 - 8/16
Tianna out 8/12 - 8/16

Summer Snapshot
~ By Claire Bainer
Several years ago a mom stepped into the office on her way to pick up her daughter and said a little sheepishly, “Was that last Banner snapshot about my daughter? Frankly, I was a little embarrassed; she acts just
like that with her brother. I hate to think of her putting the teachers through that! And really, you could
have chosen another name! I mean, just changing Sandy to Mandy is a little easy to figure out.”
I was stunned. After a moment of silence I confessed, “That wasn’t about Mandy at all—that happened with
Sue and Joel!” Substituting one morning, I had observed the two children working through a conflict; when
I got back to my desk I wrote the Snapshot to give parents insight into the teacher’s thoughtful facilitation.
The mom was astounded, saying “I was so sure it was my Mandy!” After a good laugh we talked about what
fun it is to have a spunky little girl like Mandy in our lives; her joie de vivre keeps us smiling throughout the
day, and yes, she does get into scrapes, but that is just all part of the learning and growing process.
Years ago, my former co-director Liisa Hale and I began writing up the Snapshots for the Banner, with two
goals in mind. First of all, we wanted to show examples of very normal behavior. The fact that this mom
thought we were writing about her daughter shows that Liisa and I succeeded in keeping the Snapshot
speaking to the “every child” quality of children, giving the Snapshots universal appeal. It is often reassuring
for parents to know that all the two year olds are doing just what their two year old is doing and that doing
that is exactly correct behavior for a child who is two! Second, we wanted to give parents the chance to see
what goes on in the school while they are at work, and give a taste of how the teachers talk and support the
learning that comes through the children’s play. Writing the teachers’ language, with its positive, constructive twist, can be insightful, too. So many parents drop off and pick up when the classrooms are not in full
swing, so they don’t get the opportunity to experience their children’s days at school. We try to mix the ages
so all the Snapshots help parents get a sense of daily life in each group. Another parent said, “We love the
Snapshots! They are like a puzzle; we enjoy guessing which child we think you are writing about! We call it
our BlueSkies “Scramble”!

Summer Science with Naomi
Ahhh, summer! What an inviting season to explore the world and such a delightful time to share science with
preschoolers! At BlueSkies, the programming shifts in summer to accommodate the slower pace and outside
time the children naturally gravitate to. The way that manifests in the science programming is a break from
lessons that involve any sequencing of activity, it’s all free exploration of phenomenon. We’ll experience
the wild textures of Oobleck and the fascinating process of melting while building with ice cubes. They will
encounter something they’ve encountered in their everyday lives, for example water dripping from an ice
cube, or as unique and complex as the slip/strike properties of the non-Newtonian fluid that Oobleck is. In
doing so, we’re getting new unique, authentic experiences for the students, which is great in itself, but to
build on that and make our time together as useful as possible, we talk about it. They tell me the words they
know to describe the information their senses are receiving, they watch me write it down, then put it into
a category. As that happens, I am affirming what they are reporting, using as many synonyms as possible,
introducing new words and drawing out any details they may be thinking of but not yet have the vocabulary
for.
This focus on language and how we are describing the phenomenon we are observing is informed by research,
originally published in 1992*, referred to as ‘the word gap’. The issue that the researchers were investigating
was the effect of vocabulary - specifically number of words heard and turn-taking - had on a child’s language
acquisition, future academic achievement, and ease in acquiring reading skills. The original assertion was
that children from lower socio-economic backgrounds heard 30 million fewer words by the age of 3, than
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Summer Science with Naomi, Cont.
parents in what they termed ‘the professional class’. Another study in 2017, using better protocols enabled by
technology, helped to address racial bias - the original study put white sociologists in the homes of people of color
and told them to ‘speak freely’, in the 2017 study, a small tool recorded verbal exchanges in all of the participants’
homes. This and other important updates to the methodology brought the word gap down to 4 million fewer
words heard by children in a literacy poor environment by age 4.
The concepts explored by these studies - that more words reflect more ideas, more nuanced understanding, and
are a pre-requisite for easy acquisition of reading skills - have influenced many related studies as well as public
policy - from the Federal Head Start program to the CA State First Five, children being read, talked and sung to
has been a focus. This year in April a study came out of Ohio State University that studied the vocabulary word
gap that happens between families that read to their children and those that don’t and the differential between
those who read a little or a lot (defined as 1 to 5 books daily). This is distinct from the conversational word gap
that the studies I referred to from ‘92 & ‘17 addressed. The thought being that vocabulary from books is more
sophisticated and deals with concepts not encountered in daily life. Their findings were that kids who were read
to (5 books a day) had 1.4 million more words in their vocabulary by the time they entered kindergarten than
those who weren’t read to. So in our lessons, as they freely poke and prod the material they’ve been given, I may
read to them from a book about the substance, or ask them probing questions as they attempt to describe a new
thing or a combination of those. All children, regardless of socio-economic background, benefit from large word
banks based on lived experiences, and so I strive to provide both new experiences and the language to describe
their observations and interactions with them.
Some of the best learning happens through the interactions between the children. In addition to hearing the
words their peers are using to describe their common experience, they provide mentoring to one another, as in
this picture below.
I introduced the word ‘ratio’ because Oobleck is made of
only 2 ingredients (corn starch and water) and the texture
changes dramatically when the ratio is changed. I defined
ratio as “How much of one thing compared to how much
of another. Like when I have a peanut butter and jelly
sandwich and there is a whole lot of peanut butter but only a
tiny amount of jelly - then the ratio isn’t how I like it. I like
the same amount of peanut butter and jelly, an equal ratio”.
After a discussion about everyone’s preferred pb & j ratio,
one child said “I don’t like the ratio in my tray”, and the child
across the table leaned over to show her friend how to mix
the two substances together, changing the ratio to a more
pleasing state. These peer interactions are one of the most
impactful benefits a child receives by attending pre-school
and I’m delighted to see them each time I visit.
As you go on with the wonderful, difficult, fascinating process of introducing your child to the world, I encourage
you (in addition to talking and reading to your kids a lot, every day) to experiment with the process of asking
your child questions about their observations. Whether they are “what color, temperature, texture, smell, taste
does this thing have?’ ‘does it remind you of anything else you’ve seen?’ or “how do you think that person feels”,
each answer helps you understand them, and refine their observations, empathy and ability to communicate.
*Meaningful Differences in the Everyday Experience of Young American Children, subsequently reprinted in the article “The Early
Catastrophe: The 30 Million Word Gap by Age 3”. Betty Hart and Todd R. Risley were the researchers and authors.
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Fall Housekeeping
As the fall approaches and we think of the new 2018-19 school year, we find ourselves with a hodgepodge
of reminders and announcements, so this is a bit of a potpourri article. Perhaps we will call is “a little fall
• Stick the BlueSkies calendar someplace handy so you
won’t have any unexpected surprises.
• Lock your car when you come, and be sure your
valuables and laptop/phone are out of sight (do this
before you get here and park). It has been a long time
since anyone had their car broken into, so don’t be the
first one to break this streak!
• Come in and out quickly if you park in the driveway
or green zone; parking can be difficult, so help others
by freeing up parking spots – don’t outstay your 12
minutes just as you are counting on others not to
overstay theirs. (Please share this message with
grandparents, nannies or others who may not realize
how much turnover we need to facilitate everyone’s
parking needs). The green zone is public parking so
remember that our neighbors are also entitles to use
it, though hopefully also not longer than 12 minutes. If
you and your child like to hang out for a while, park in
a regular street space.
• When we asked the city to give us a green zone, we
opted not to restrict one space full-time for disabled
parking, thinking that when someone with a disables
permit needed to park they could use the green zone
or driveway parking. That is the exception to the 12
minute rule.
• Please be mindful of our neighbors’ driveways. The
only driveways we own are in front of the office and
the first one next to the Copenhagen classroom (the
adjacent one belongs to the store). Parking is also
available in the Hedco driveway on Coolidge.
• We ask you all to notice the neighborhood hygiene;
the nicer we keep the neighborhood, the nicer it
is for all of us! If you see trash or junk piling up
on the sidewalk make a call reporting the address
and problem to Public Works (615-5566) or us e the
SeeClickFix app on your phone; We call, too, and after
a certain number of calls for the same property the city
can threaten to fine the landlord, so we appreciate your
help in staying on it.
• The corner store owners are responsible for keeping
good visibility through the windows at all times, so
if you see posters or furniture blocking visibility you
can report that to the ABAT officer at 777-8670. They
are expected to keep the sidewalks clean, and keep
loiterers moving along; if you’d like the full list of
requirements please ask for a copy. We want the store
to know that we expect them to comply with their
operating conditions.

•Be sure you have your emergency and disaster phone
numbers updated at the school. We are counting on
never needing to use them, so be sure that we have
them as a guarantee that we won’t need them!
• The crackers are a ritual for going home, really a
treat of no nutritional value. The pack of two provides
“one for each hand”, enough to get the children into the
car and on their way. Thanks for doing such a good job
monitoring your child’s litter, we do sweep but are also
pleased that after we started passing out the wrapped
crackers, we had very few wrappers to pick up --thank you!
• Remember, and tell others who drop off or pick up,
to sign your full name when you sign in and out. This
is a legal document of proof that your child is here and
when Licensing comes by to inspect, they do count
the number signed in and make sure it matches the
number of children here.
• The Birthday Books are for purchase for the
Children’s Library, so if you want to read them to your
child please handle them carefully and put them back.
• Help your children learn to love the gardens and
adult spaces around the school, and be careful of the
plants—they need to be gentle with the flowers, keep
their feet on the ground, and stay where you can see
them. The ADA railings on the ramps are especially
alluring for climbing, but remember that any falls
from them land on concrete, a material that is very
dangerous to young heads.
• We office people are grateful when you tell your
children to use their inside voices in the office, it is a
nice opportunity for you to teach them how to behave
in public spaces. We love to see you and the children,
old and young; they are welcome to come say hi, and to
gaze in awe at the beautiful train, and of course if you
have a moment or a thought or a wonder we want you
to stop by and talk to us; we get some of our best ideas
from your thoughts and insights so don’t be a stranger!
• Summer has been great fun, and now the teachers
are busy organizing and setting up for the fall. We are
excited to kick off another “school year” with all of you
– our BlueSkies community!
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